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Overview 
Colorado and Denver citizens agree that climate change is real and that local government officials 

should do more to both minimize and adapt to its effects.1 The City and County of Denver (Denver) has 

taken this call seriously by committing to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80 % by 2050 

from a 2005 baseline. This commitment builds off almost 10 years of actively reducing citywide GHG 

emissions and preparing for climate change. Beginning with the 2007 Climate Action Plan, Denver 

committed to a GHG reduction goal of 10 % per capita in 2012 based on 2005 values. This goal was met 

and, in return, Denver set more aggressive reduction goals through their 2020 Sustainability Goals and 

2015 Climate Action Plan (see Table 1).  Although Denver has made notable progress towards these 

objectives, it is clear that even more ambitious policies and programs will be required to achieve the 

emission reductions needed to reach the 2020 Climate Action Plan and 80 by 50 GHG reduction goals.  

TABLE 1. OVERVIEW OF DENVER'S GHG EMISSION GOALS 

 

This report serves as a resource to Denver for identifying short-, medium-, and long-term strategies that 

could help reduce GHG emissions in order to meet the 2015 Climate Action Plan goal of an 80% 

reduction in GHG emission by 2050.  To identify potential gaps in Denver’s approach, the Lotus/BCS 

team reviewed over 300 strategies, policies, and programs to see what GHG reductions strategies have 

been identified by other cities and to identify where potential gaps in Denver’s approaches may lie. 

We reviewed existing strategies and activities from other municipalities Climate Action Plans including 

Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Minneapolis, New York City, Salt Lake City, and Vancouver BC.  It should be 

noted that we only reviewed each cities Climate Action Plans. We did not research what specific 

programs, policies, and strategies these cities were undertaking outside these plans.2 In addition, we 

reviewed recent work completed for the Denver Climate Mitigation Plan,3 eight GHG inventories, and 

the City and County of Denver Energy Plan4 that highlighted ways Denver could meet various GHG or 

fossil fuel reduction goals. Lastly, we reviewed a lot of local government sustainability plans and Xcel 

energies sustainability plans to look for synergies.  

A detailed description of suggested strategies is presented below. Each strategy will have varying GHG 

reduction impact and feasibility. Strategies were reviewed for their ability to meet 80 by 50 GHG 

reduction goals. They were not reviewed for their costs (financial, staff time, political) and/or co-

                                                           
1 For more information:  Yale Project on Climate Change Communication and Conservation Colorado Poll, December 2014, by 
Benenson Strategy Group 
2 Note: If we knew from our work that a city was doing an initiative outside their Climate Action Plan we included it.  
3 For more information see the memo titled Strategy Recommendations for Denver Climate Mitigation Plan (Chapter 3) from 
Meister Consultants Group, Inc. dated July 17, 2014   
4 For more information see the report titled City and County of Denver Energy Plan by McKinstry dated December 18, 2015.  

Report Goal
Required Emission Value in 

Target Year (mtCO2e)
Status as of 2015

2007 Climate Action Plan
10% per capita reduction in 2012 

based on 2005 values
21.2 per capita ACHIEVED

2020 Sustainability Goal
2020 GHG emission value below 

the 1990 value
11,800,000 Reduce emissions by 792,000

2015 Climate Action Plan  
Reduce emissions by 80% below 

2005 levels by 2050 
2,082,200 Reduce emissions by 7,392,800

http://environment.yale.edu/climate-communication-OFF/files/Climate-Change-in-the-Coloradan-Mind.pdf
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benefits (i.e. health, economic sustainability, etc.).  Costs and co-benefits will be considered later in the 

80 by 50 action plan process.  

It should be strongly noted that these are not final recommendations. Final recommendations will be 

offered following a robust stakeholder engagement process. Developing these strategies through a 

stakeholder engagement process will ensure the city is setting the right strategies, tactics, and 

benchmarks to ensure meaningful progress towards the 80 by 50 goal. This process is expected to be 

completed by June 2017.  

Opportunities for Denver   
The benefits of climate action for Denver citizens are clear and provide significant opportunities to 

protect public health, encourage economic growth, create and utilize new technologies, support 

environmental justice, and secure a bright and resilient future for all Denver citizens for years to come.  

Denver is already pursuing many successful programs to combat climate chance, including Certifiably 

Green Denver, Denver City Energy Project, Denver Energy Challenge (Residential), Earth Day Denver, and 

Sustainable Neighborhoods. Each program has helped create jobs, educate the public, and reduce 

emissions for Denver’s rapidly growing population.  

Denver’s population has doubled since 1960, increased by nearly 25% since 2000, and is expected to 

exceed 700,000 people by the end of 2016. The Colorado Department of Local Affairs estimates that 

Denver’s population will continue to grow 1 % annually until 2050. 5 Denver is not alone in this growth. 

According to the World Health Organization, the “urban population in 2014 accounted for 54% of the 

total global population, up from 34% in 1960, and continues to grow.” 6  Consequently, it is incumbent 

upon cities, including Denver, to reduce their climate impacts in order to limit the rise in global average 

temperatures, in this century, to just 2⁰C.7  

Alongside Denver’s population boom, comes the need for new infrastructure. The Global Commission on 

the Economy and Climate has stated that the infrastructure investment in the next 15 years will define 

the world climate system.8 Upgrades to infrastructure and buildings can be made with low-carbon 

technologies that can help benefit generations to come. Lastly, the delay of mitigation GHG reductions is 

costly. According to President Obama’s Council of Economic Advisors each decade of delay will increase 

the costs of mitigation by 40% and each year delay means more GHG emission have been emitted into 

the atmosphere making it increasingly difficult to hit critical GHG targets.9  

From hotter summers to extreme weather events, Denver is already experiencing the impacts of climate 

change. According to Denver’s first Climate Adaptation Plan, Denver must find ways to prepare, 

mitigate, and plan for the following climate impacts to Denver: 

                                                           
5 For more information see: https://demography.dola.colorado.gov/population/population-totals-colorado-
substate/#population-totals-for-colorado-and-sub-state-regions  
6 For more information see: http://www.who.int/gho/urban_health/situation_trends/urban_population_growth_text/en/  
7 The United Nation’s Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), along with other leading climate scientists, have 
determined that in order to circumvent the most destructive potential climate change impacts global temperature must not 
exceed  2⁰C. For more information see: http://unfccc.int/2860.php 
8 For more information see: http://newclimateeconomy.report/  
9 For more information see: 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/the_cost_of_delaying_action_to_stem_climate_change.pdf  

https://demography.dola.colorado.gov/population/population-totals-colorado-substate/#population-totals-for-colorado-and-sub-state-regions
https://demography.dola.colorado.gov/population/population-totals-colorado-substate/#population-totals-for-colorado-and-sub-state-regions
http://www.who.int/gho/urban_health/situation_trends/urban_population_growth_text/en/
http://unfccc.int/2860.php
http://newclimateeconomy.report/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/the_cost_of_delaying_action_to_stem_climate_change.pdf
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1. An increase in temperature and urban heat island effects 

2. An increase in frequency of extreme weather events 

3. Reduced snowpack and earlier snowmelt 

According to the Rocky Mountain Climate Organization, if worldwide emissions continue to rise at their 

business-as-usual rate, by mid-century Denver will have on average 35 days per year of 95⁰F weather 

and by late in the century approximately 77 days per year of 95⁰F weather. In comparison, with very low 

emissions, Denver is projected to average only 20 days of 95⁰F weather in mid-century and 19 days of 

95⁰F weather late in the century.10 With a drastic increase in temperatures, heat-related mortality 

would be expected to double by 2050, with low-income and vulnerable citizens being most at risk.  

Denver already currently ranks 3rd in the nation after Las Vegas and Phoenix for the worst heat island 

effects, with up to a 23 ⁰F difference between the city and nearby rural areas.11 

Figure 1 clearly indicates that hotter temperatures strongly correlate with higher levels of air pollution. 

Denver currently ranks among the top ten U.S. metropolitan areas by number of asthma attacks (see 

Figure 2).12  Additional adverse health effects related to air pollution and increased temperatures 

include: 1) more difficulty breathing deeply and vigorously, 2) shortness of breath and pain when taking 

a deep breath, 3) coughing and sore or scratchy throat, 4) aggravation of lung diseases such as asthma, 

emphysema, and chronic bronchitis, 5) greater susceptibility of lungs to infection, and 6) long-term lung 

damage that may appear asymptomatic.13  These adverse effects on the respiratory system are 

particularly dangerous for children and the elderly.   

 

Higher temperatures also may significantly impact water supplies.  Denver Water provides citizens with 

water primarily taken from stream flows sourced by annual snowmelt. Rising temperatures tend to 

cause earlier snowmelts in the mountains, which can often lead to diminished water supplies in the 

summer months when demand is highest. Climate change has already made Colorado overall more 

susceptible to extreme weather events such as heat waves, drought, flooding, wildfires, and storms.  All 

                                                           
10 For more information see: http://www.rockymountainclimate.org/extremes/denver.htm  
11 Source: Climate Central, methodology controlled for elevation and climate of surrounding areas. 
12 Source: Gasping for Breath report by Clean Air Task Force with CSU researchers 
13 For more information see Denver’s Climate Adaptation Plan 

  
 

FIGURE 1. CORRELATION BETWEEN HOTTER 

TEMPERATURES AND AIR POLLUTION 
FIGURE 2. TOP 10 METROPOLITAN AREAS BY NUMBER OF 

ASTHMA ATTACKS 

http://www.rockymountainclimate.org/extremes/denver.htm
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of these events incur large environmental, public safety, healthcare, and economic costs to Denver’s 

economy and citizens.14  

Denver’s commitment to reducing its GHG emissions by 80% by 2050 puts it in a strong position to 

establish policies, programs, and initiatives that promote economic growth and environmental justice 

while simultaneously addressing climate change.  

Overview of Denver’s GHG Emissions 
GHG Reduction Goals 
In 2007, Denver established its first GHG emission reduction goal with the 2007 Climate Action Plan and 

also signed onto the Mayors’ Climate Protection Agreement of the U.S. Conference of Mayors. Since 

then, Denver has continued to identify aggressive and long-term goals with the hopes of drastically 

reducing Denver’s GHG footprint. These goals are outlined in three plans:  

 The 2007 Climate Action Plan established a GHG reduction goal of 10% per capita for 2012 

relative to 2005 values (this equates to an overall reduction of 21.2 million mtCO2e). 

 The 2020 Sustainability Goals plan called for reducing GHG emissions in 2020 to below 1990 

levels (11.8 million mtCO2e
15). Consumption reduction targets and improved quality of life were 

also identified for 12 resource areas including air quality, climate change, energy, food, health, 

housing, land use, materials, mobility, water quantity and quality, and workforce.  

 The revised 2015 Climate Action Plan updates GHG reduction goals to reduce emissions by 80% 

below 2005 levels by 2050 (“80 by 50”). The 80 by 50 goal is aligned with the GHG reduction 

goals of other leading cities nationwide.  

While the 2007 Climate Action Plan adjusts emissions reductions to account for population growth, the 

2020 Sustainability Goals and 80 by 50 plan require absolute emission reductions independent of 

population change. With the 2007 Climate Action Plan’s horizon being in the past, the 2020 

Sustainability Goals plan is the current emissions reduction pathway being pursued. However, both 

provide good indicators for monitoring performance against the long-term 80 by 50 goal.    

Calculating Denver’s GHG Emissions  

Since 2005, Denver has performed 8 comprehensive community-based GHG emission inventories using 

the City-Scale Demand-Centered Hybrid Life-Cycle Methodology. These inventories were based on a 

consumption-based approach that analyzes key urban activities including cement use, water treatment, 

food purchases, and transportation fuels, and incorporates spatial allocations of ground and airline 

transport. Unlike other inventories, this methodology quantifies emissions resulting from consumer-

based activities, regardless of whether the activity occurs within city boundaries. A ninth GHG emission 

inventory is currently underway, and will be Global Protocol for Community-Scale (GPC) GHG Emission 

Inventories compliant. This protocol is a sector-based approach and does not require that Denver report 

emissions from key urban activities. 

                                                           
14 For more information see the Colorado Climate Change Vulnerability Study 
(http://www.c2es.org/docUploads/states/climate-action-plan/co_climatchange_vulberabilitystudy_2015.pdf) 
15 Source: 2015 Climate Action Plan 

http://www.c2es.org/docUploads/states/climate-action-plan/co_climatchange_vulberabilitystudy_2015.pdf
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/Climate/CAP%20-%20FINAL%20WEB.pdf
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A review of past GHG inventories shows that Denver’s GHG emissions follow a downward trend since 

the 2005 baseline year, even while individual years may show a slight increase. An overall reduction of 

3.74% was achieved in 2014. While 2015 data is available, it is estimated. 

TABLE 2. OVERVIEW OF DENVER'S GHG EMISSIONS (2005-2015) 

 

Achieving Denver’s GHG Reduction Goals  

Data from the GHG inventories shows that Denver exceeded their 2007 Climate Action Plan goal in 2012. 

As the 2020 Sustainability Goals target year of 2020 has not yet been reached, it is only possible to 

extrapolate reductions to date to estimate whether its goals are likely to be achieved. In order to reach 

the desired reductions, Denver must reduce GHG emissions by 792,000 mtCO2e, or 6.3%, between 2015 

and 2020. To date, GHG emissions have decreased on average by approximately 65,800 mtCO2e each 

year. If a similar pattern continues, Denver may expect to reduce emissions by approximately 329,000 

mtCO2e by 2020, or about half of what is needed to meet the 2020 goal.  

The 80 by 50 study looks at strategies designed to reduce emissions from residential, commercial, and 

industrial building energy use, vehicular surface travel, and fuel production (not including jet fuel). For 

simplicity, we categorize these collectively as Denver’s “core” GHG emissions and they make up 

approximately 75%  of Denver total GHG’s footprint (see Figure 3 for Denver’s total GHG Emissions and 

Figure 4 for a breakout of Denver’s core GHG emissions).  The study does not investigate GHG emissions 

from key urban materials, air travel (including jet fuel production), waste, and wastewater, which make 

up 25% of Denver’s total GHG footprint. Without reducing GHG emissions in these sectors, in addition to 

stationary and mobile (excluding air travel) emissions, Denver is very unlikely to reach its goals. That 

being as it may, Denver’s policies and programs also likely to influence and create emission reductions in 

sectors beyond the core sectors.  

Inventory Year
Total Emissions (Thousand 

mtCO2e)
Emissions Per Capita

Percent Change per Capita 

since 2005

Total Percent Change since 

2005

2005 13,250 23.6

2007 13,580 23.5 -0.42% 2.49%

2009 12,489 21.1 -10.59% -5.74%

2010 13,028 21.7 -8.05% -1.68%

2011 12,642 20.4 -13.56% -4.59%

2012 12,449 19.6 -16.95% -6.05%

2013 12,835 19.8 -16.10% -3.13%

2014 12,754 19.2 -18.64% -3.74%

2015 12,592 18.4 -22.03% -4.97%

No inventory was performed

No inventory was performed

 Notes: (1) 2015 GHG data is estimated.
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FIGURE 3. DENVER'S 2014 TOTAL GHG EMISSION 

BREAKDOWN 
 

FIGURE 4. DENVER'S 2014 CORE GHG EMISSION 

BREAKDOWN 
 

As shown in Table 3, emissions from core sectors follow a downward trend, while individual years may 

see a slight increase.  

TABLE 3. DETAILED GHG EMISSIONS OVER TIME 

 

Notes: (1) Commercial energy use includes public streetlights and industrial energy use. (2) 2015 GHG 

values are estimated, and are shown for informational purposes only. Analyses are based on 2014 

values. (3) Core sectors are highlighted in bold. 

This data may be extrapolated to 2050 to better evaluate how, and if, Denver can achieve its 80 by 50 

goal. Comparisons of estimated business as usual (BAU) scenarios against required action were created 

to understand how close Denver might be in achieving its goal. These scenarios were created using the 

following assumptions: 

 Key urban materials, air travel, waste, and wastewater are not included in the analysis 

 Population continues a steady increase of 1% annually 

 The 80 by 50 reduction goal is based upon core sector emissions including residential, 

commercial, and industrial building energy use, vehicular surface travel, and fuel production 

(excluding jet fuel).   

Existing GHG data demonstrates that Denver has already made significant strides in reducing GHG 

emissions. If Denver had continued along its BAU trajectory in 2005, emissions from core sectors would 
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reach nearly 18 million mtCO2e by 2050, nearly an order of magnitude greater than the 80 by 50 goal. 

With the implementation of various energy reduction strategies and decreased electricity and 

transportation emission factors, Denver has seen regular reductions in GHG emissions from key sectors. 

If the same rate of decrease were to continue, emissions from core sectors would equal approximately 6 

million mtCO2e by 2050, 3 times greater than what is required by the 80 by 50 goal. If the 2020 

Sustainability Goals are met, Denver will be slightly better positioned to meet the 80 by 50 goal. 

 

FIGURE 5. GHG TRENDS AND FORECAST 

The 2007 Climate Action Plan demonstrates that Denver can easily reduce emissions when population 

growth is accounted for. Yet, absolute reductions are more difficult to achieve. To meet the 2020 

Sustainability Goals, moderate to significant emission reduction work will need to be done within the 

next five years.  

To meet Denver’s 80 by 50 goal, major improvements in resource and energy use and waste reduction 

are required. Ongoing population growth and entrenched consumer habits have made it more difficult 

to significantly reduce GHG emissions. Of course, Denver is not alone in this struggle. Several other 

leading municipalities have noted, both anecdotally and formally, that without comprehensive and 

aggressive sustainability improvement strategies, significant GHG reductions are not feasible.16 By 

applying the mechanisms and behavior instilled from the 2007 Climate Action Plan and 2020 

Sustainability Goals and by implementing new and aggressive GHG reduction strategies, Denver can put 

itself on the path to meeting its long-term 80 by 50 emissions reduction target.  

 

                                                           
16 For example, the city of Boulder, CO observed that without drastically increasing their renewable energy portfolio it would 
not be possible to meet its GHG reduction goals. This realization largely prompted the move towards utility municipalization. 
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Strategies Overview  
This section presents GHG emission reduction strategies, policies, initiatives, and programs that Denver 

may choose to follow in order to meet their 80 by 50 goal. 

Our strategies overview is based on a review of the following city’s similar large-scale GHG reduction 

goals and Climate Action Plans: 

TABLE 4. LIST OF CITIES CLIMATE ACTION PLANS THAT WERE REVIEWED 

 

These cities were selected due to a range of factors including (but not limited to) GHG reduction goals, 

similarity in size, and population growth. In the following sections, strategies highlighted in green are 

recommended. If Denver is not already pursuing a highlighted strategy, we suggest that it be brought 

into consideration. If Denver is already pursuing a highlighted strategy, we suggest that it is continued 

and reinforced.  

The strategies are high-level approaches instead of specific actions. Strategies are broken into short 

term (2016-2020), medium term (2020-2030), and long-term (2031-2050). Lastly, as highlighted above, 

none of the strategies below are considered final recommendations. Final recommendations shall only 

be offered following a robust stakeholder engagement that will be completed by June 2017.  

All Encompassing Strategies  
The following strategies effect both mobile and stationary GHG emissions.  

Outreach 
As Denver conducts education and outreach on climate change and its local impacts, Denver citizens 

need to understand how climate action addresses their near- and long-term wellbeing and how they can 

be involved with Denver’s initiatives. In order for the strategies and actions outlined in the Climate 

Action Plan and within city programs to be effective, there has to be significant community engagement 

to empower Denver citizens.  The following is a brief list of strategies that might be considered best 

practice for Climate Action Plans and GHG reduction strategies.  

TABLE 5. POTENTIAL OUTREACH INITIATIVES 

 

City Goal Website 

Atlanta 80% GHG reduction by 2050 http://www.atlantaga.gov/index.aspx?page=154

Austin 90% GHG reduction by 2050 http://austintexas.gov/page/sustainability-performance-tracking

Boston 80% GHG reduction by 2050 https://www.boston.gov/departments/environment

Minneapolis 80% GHG reduction by 2050 http://www.minneapolismn.gov/sustainability/reports/sustainability_carbon

NYC 80% GHG reduction by 2050 http://www1.nyc.gov/html/onenyc/index.html

Salt Lake City 80% GHG reduction by 2050 http://www.slcgreen.com/

Vancouver, BC 80% GHG reduction by 2050 http://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/greenest-city-action-plan.aspx

D
enver

A
tlanta

A
ustin

Boston

M
inneapolis

N
YC 

Salt Lake City

V
ancouver, BC

Specific website of GHG Reduction or Climate 

Action Plan Goals
ST X X

Performance Tracking/Yearly Updates ST X X X X X

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Website 
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Intermediate GHG Emission Reduction Goals  
Accelerating near-term action would dramatically improve Denver’s chances of achieving 80% GHG 

reduction by 2050. The sooner Denver is able to get on a pathway to deeper emissions reductions, the 

more likely it is to reach 80 by 50 targets. It is strongly recommended that Denver sets GHG reduction 

goals for 2030 and 2040. 

TABLE 6. POTENTIAL GHG REDUCTION GOAL SETTING INITIATIVES 

 

Current and Future Stationary Strategies: Demand    
As of 2014, energy consumption in buildings makes up 50% of Denver’s total GHG emissions and 67% of 

its core GHG emissions.  Commercial energy demand accounted for 70.4% of the stationary GHG 

emissions and residential energy demand made up the remaining 29.5% (see Table 7). Natural gas 

accounted for approximately 32.3% of total stationary GHG emissions and electricity demand accounted 

for the remaining 67.6%.  

TABLE 7. TOTAL STATIONARY GHG EMISSIONS BY SECTOR AND COMMODITY 

 

Table 8 shows that total electricity usage has increased by 4.06% between 2005 and 2014. However, 

emissions resulting from electricity usage dropped 12.9%. This is due to the fact that Xcel’s electricity 

emission factor decreased by 16.5% between 2005 and 2014. It is expected that it will continue to 

decrease as Xcel supports growth in Denver’s efficiency and renewable energy deployment, retires coal 

plants, and improves the efficiency of its own operations.  

TABLE 8. OVERVIEW OF ELECTRICITY USAGE AND RESULTING EMISSIONS (2005-2014) 

 

Total natural gas usage has increased by 1.10% between 2005 and 2014 (Table 9).  Since the emission 

factor for natural gas has remained constant, emissions increases directly follow usage.  

Denver

Atlanta

Austin

Boston

M
inneapolis

N
YC 

Salt Lake City

Vancouver, BC

2020 Goals ST X X X X X X X

2030 Goals MT X X X X X

2040 Goals LT X X

2050 Goals LT X X X X X X X X

Short, Mid, and Long 

Term Goals

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Type thousand mt-CO2e
% Total Stationary 

Emissions

Residential Natural Gas 789                                12.3%

Residential Electricity 1,107                            17.2%

Commercial Natural Gas 1,286                            20.0%

Commercial Electricity 3,236                            50.4%

Total 6,417                            100%

2005 2007 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Overall 

Change b/w 

2005 -2014

Residential Electricity Usage (thousand kWh) 1,528       1,643       1,594       1,676       1,701       1,722       1,744       1,699       11.18%

Commercial Electricity Usage (thousand kWh) 4,884       5,095       4,778       4,831       4,722       4,842       4,851       4,974       1.84%

Residential Electricity Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 1,198       1,208       1,132       1,250       1,236       1,185       1,179       1,107       -7.57%

Commercial Electricity Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 3,838       3,826       3,462       3,662       3,490       3,387       3,327       3,279       -14.57%

Total Electricity Usage (thousand kWh) 6,412       6,739       6,372       6,507       6,423       6,564       6,595       6,673       4.06%

Total Electricity Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 5,035       5,035       4,594       4,912       4,725       4,572       4,506       4,385       -12.90%
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TABLE 9. OVERVIEW OF NATURAL GAS USAGE AND RESULTING EMISSIONS (2005-2014) 

 

Energy Efficiency 
As of 2015, the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) City Energy Efficiency 

Scorecard, ranked Denver as 10th in the nation for energy-efficiency programs and actions.17 While 

Denver has a very strong suite of programs that address energy efficiency, Denver missed major points 

on their scorecard due to lack of several building policies such as updating and enforcing building energy 

codes and mandatory benchmarking. The following is an overview of potential energy efficiency 

strategies. Throughout the stakeholder process it is expected that a much more detailed list of strategies 

will emerge. 

TABLE 10. POTENTIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES 

 

                                                           
17 For more information see: http://database.aceee.org/city/denver-co  

2005 2007 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Overall Change 

b/w 2005 -2014

Residential Natural Gas Usage (thousand therms) 139,328     141,913     143,631     141,637     141,789     128,069     154,556     146,059     4.83%

Commercial Natural Gas Usage (thousand therms) 232,890     246,203     233,398     228,886     222,794     205,722     221,984     230,244     -1.14%

Residential Natural Gas Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 752            766            775            765            765            691            834            789            4.90%

Commercial Natural Gas Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 1,257         1,329         1,260         1,235         1,203         1,110         1,198         1,243         -1.08%

Total Natural Gas Usage (thousand therms) 372,218     388,117     377,030     370,523     364,583     333,791     376,540     376,303     1.10%

Total Natural Gas Usage (thousand mtCO2e) 2,009         2,095         2,035         2,000         1,968         1,802         2,032         2,032         1.16%
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Salt Lake City

V
ancouver, BC

Phase in building disclosure ordinance covering large 

commercial and multi-family buildings
ST * X X X

Require disclosure of home energy ratings at point of 

sale
ST ** X

Require extremely efficient HVAC systems when 

systems reach end of system life and need replacement
ST-LT *

Require advanced HVAC controls in larger building and 

RCx/tune-ups regularly of all HVAC systems.
ST-LT * ***

Require audits and upgrades ST-LT * X

Implement energy efficient building strategies ST-LT X** X X X X X X X

Expand community-based energy efficiency programs 

(both City-led and DSM)
ST-LT X** X X X X X X X

Beyond Code Programs MT-LT X** X X X X X X

Implement code updates by IECC ST X** X X X X X X X

Requirements beyond code for new buildings or major 

renovation
MT X X

Code Compliance MT X X X X X

Lead by Example

Improve City building energy efficiency (includes audits, 

retrocomissioning, and lighting upgrades of municipal 

buildings)

ST-LT X** X X X X X X X

Structure permit fees to incentivize energy efficiency ST **

Encourage and develop innovative financing programs 

for energy efficiency and onsite renewables (i.e. CPACE, 

revolving loan funds, bond facilities)

ST-LT X** X X X X X

Building Codes

DSM

* Energize Denver recommendation 

**2015 Climate Action Plan Recommendations

*** Not required but recommended. 

Reporting/ Benchmarking

Financing

Required Improvements 

to Existing Buildings

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci t ies

http://database.aceee.org/city/denver-co
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Microgrids and District Energy 
A district energy system is a local system that provides thermal energy (usually for heating and domestic 

hot water), and sometimes, thermal processes and cooling for multiple buildings that are located close 

together. As noted in Denver’s 2015 Climate Adaptation Plan, district energy strategies can produce 

substantial energy savings, as well as greater local resilience.  A microgrid can range in size but is 

generally a small energy system capable of balancing both supply and demand resources to maintain 

stable service within a defined boundary. 18 

It is currently unknown how large an impact either microgrids or district energy could have on Denver’s 

GHG emission portfolio; however, it is recommended that, at a minimum, Denver look into the 

regulatory and legal barriers to both.  

TABLE 11. POTENTIAL MICROGRIDS AND DISTRICT ENERGY INITIATIVES 

 

Fuel Switching  
If Denver is going to reach its 80 by 50 goal, it is critical that Denver starts to move away from fossil 

fuels, particularly for heating. This can be a challenging business case to make due to local production of 

natural gas and the fact that natural gas is at record low prices.  However, sourcing energy for heat from 

renewable electricity, directly or via heat pumps, and solar process heat can lower GHG emissions, 

stabilize prices, and further reduce Denver’s reliance on volatile fossil fuels. Interestingly, no cities that 

were reviewed discussed fuel switching in buildings as part of their plan; however, we recommend that 

Denver provide (at a minimum) technical and financial assistance for building and homeowners looking 

to phase out fossil fuels.  

                                                           
18 For more information see: http://www.microgridinstitute.org/about-microgrids.html  
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Develop community-scale renewable and district 

energy pilot systems and remove existing regulatory 

barriers

ST - MT ** X

Decrease district energy carbon intensity through 

CHP and distributed generation
ST - MT * X X X

Expand the use of district heating & cooling systems MT *** X X

District Energy and 

Microgrids

Identify and address legal and regulatory barriers to 

district energy and microgrids
ST  ** X

Explore microgrids ST X X

Pilot microgrids MT X

Strategy/Activ ity Explanation Timeline

Cities

District Energy

* A recommendation considered (not a final recommendation) in City and County of Denver Energy Plan.  Xcel is currently working on 

solar microgrids and solar battery storage. 

**Recommended in the Climate Adaptation Plan

*** Suggested for consideration in the Strategy Recommendations for Denver Climate Mitigation Plan (Chapter 3) 

Microgrids 

http://www.microgridinstitute.org/about-microgrids.html
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TABLE 12. POTENTIAL FUEL SWITCHING INITIATIVES 

 

 

Current and Future Stationary Strategies: Supply 
In 2004, Colorado passed the first voter-led Renewable Energy Standard (RES) in the nation, requiring 

electricity providers to obtain a minimum percentage of their power from renewable energy sources. 

The legislature has increased the amount of renewable energy required three times since 2004, 

including HB10-1001 which requires investor-owned utilities (including Xcel) to generate 30% of their 

electricity from renewable energy by 2020, of which 3% must come from distributed energy resources.  

Alongside this legislation, the Colorado legislature passed the Colorado Clean Air, Clean Jobs Act that 

provided a roadmap to reduce emissions from older coal-fired power plants. Through these pieces of 

legislation, increased reduction in costs of renewables, and citizen pressure, Xcel has increased their 

percentage of renewables on the grid substantially.  The increase in natural gas and renewable energy 

has decreased Xcel’s electricity emission factor by 16.5% between 2005 and 2014.19 

Renewables 
Colorado is a leader in renewable energy, with increasing investments in wind, solar, biomass, 

geothermal, small hydroelectric, and other renewable energy resources. As of April 2016, Colorado was 

ranked ninth in the nation for installed capacity with 540 MW. Colorado is also ranked in the top ten 

states for wind production.20  

As of 2015, renewables made up 

approximately 23.6% of the resource mix for 

Denver’s electricity (Figure 6). Without a large 

and quick uptake of renewables on the grid, 

Denver will not be able to meet its 2050 goals. 

Denver is already supporting a large amount 

of renewable energy initiatives. We 

recommend that the city continues to support 

all of their renewable energy generation 

initiatives, while adding a few more.   

                                                           
19 For more information see the City and County of Denver’s 2005 and 2014 GHG Inventories. 
20 For more information see: https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/energyoffice  
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ancouver, BC

Provide technical and potentially financial 

assistance for owners/managers that are looking 

to phase out/convert fossil-fuel heating

ST

Require the phasing out/ conversion of buildings 

fossil-fuel heating systems
LT

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Conversion of Fossil-

Fuel Heating Systems 

toward waste heat, 

biomass or 

geothermal energy 

FIGURE 6. 2015 RESOURCE MIX FOR DENVER ELECTRICITY 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/energyoffice
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TABLE 13. POTENTIAL RENEWABLES INITIATIVES 

 

Grid Modernization 
A modernized grid must be reliable, flexible, affordable, and clean (i.e. high levels of renewables) to 

meet the challenges of climate change (i.e. extreme weather), national security (i.e. cyber threats), new 

services (i.e. electric vehicles) and renewable energy (i.e. absorb rapid changes in supply). Xcel will be 

reportedly spending over $8 billion between 2016 and 2020 to update their grid and transmission by 

“installing advanced meters, implementing a combination of hardware and software applications to 

allow the distribution system to operate at a lower voltage (integrated volt-var optimization) and 

installing necessary communications infrastructure to implement this hardware.”21  

While several cities mentioned microgrids and district energy as one of their GHG reduction initiatives, 

no city directly discussed how they would help their local utility modernize the grid. 

                                                           
21 For more information see article titled Xcel Energy investing billions on electric transmission, distribution published on August 
3, 2016: http://www.transmissionhub.com/articles/2016/08/xcel-energy-investing-billions-on-electric-transmission-
distribution.html  

D
enver

A
tlanta

A
ustin

Boston

M
inneapolis

N
YC 

Salt Lake City

V
ancouver, BC

Increase Renewable Energy Standard ST-MT X* X X X X

Partner with utility to lower emission factor ST - MT ** X

Implement shared renewable power purchasing 

programs
ST X** X

Encourage and develop innovative financing 

programs for onsite renewables (i.e. CPACE, 

revolving loan funds, on bill financing, bond 

facilities, Power Purchase Agreements)

ST X** X X X X

Establish energy financing districts; offer 

renewable energy system financing to small 

commercial properties

ST X X

Provide incentives for the inclusion of 

clean/renewable energy in new community 

development

ST X** X X X

Distributed 

Generation

Identify and address any barriers to local 

renewable energy production 
ST - MT X X X X

Community Solar
Work with utility to increase community solar in 

Denver and surrounding counties
ST *** X

Windsource (RECs) Increase usage of Windsource ST ***

Franchise Agreement
Utilize Franchise Agreement to include more 

Renewables
MT X X

Increase renewables in municipal buildings ST X**** X X X X X X X

Divest from coal generation facilities ST- MT X

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci t ies

* City and County of Denver Energy Plan  recommended a 50% increase renewable energy standard by 2020

** Recommended in Climate Action Plan

***Xcel has listed this as a goal.

****Office of Sustainability goal (Reduce energy consumed in city-operated buildings and vehicles by 20% while doubling 

renewable energy produced from city facilities over the 2012 baseline.)

Utility 

Purchase/Finance

Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

City Leadership

http://www.transmissionhub.com/articles/2016/08/xcel-energy-investing-billions-on-electric-transmission-distribution.html
http://www.transmissionhub.com/articles/2016/08/xcel-energy-investing-billions-on-electric-transmission-distribution.html
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TABLE 14. POTENTIAL GRID MODERNIZATION INITIATIVES 

 

Combined Heat and Power  
Combined heat and power (CHP) systems, also known as cogeneration, generate electricity and useful 

thermal energy in a single generated system. They capture energy that is normally wasted in 

conventional power generation and recover it as useful energy. As such, CHP can fall under either the 

supply or demand categories for stationary energy. The conventional driver for a CHP plant is gas-fired 

turbines. Due to a high exhaust temperature and flow, gas turbines are able to generate a large amount 

of heat, which can then be converted to steam, hot water, chilled water, and/or electricity. The Denver 

Climate Adaptation Plan highlights CHP power plants as an adaptation strategy because they can form 

microgrid nodes can supply heat and electricity to people and businesses even if portions of the network 

are knocked offline.  

While CHP can greatly increase the efficiencies of a gas-fired turbine, the underlying fuel driving CHP is 

generally fossil fuels, which emit a large amount of CO2e per MWh therefore we currently do not 

recommend pursuing CHP.22  

TABLE 15. POTENTIAL COMBINED HEAT AND POWER INITIATIVES 

 

                                                           
22 Note: to avoid this issue New York City is encouraging the use of biomass for CHP.   
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ancouver, BC

Expand high efficiency transmission lines 

citywide to reduce T&D loses
MT *

Incentivize use of "smart home": energy 

management systems
ST *

Expand smart meter and smart grid 

infrastructure 
MT

Ci ties

Tim el ineExplanationStrategy/Activi ty

* Recommended in the Strategy Recommendations for Denver Climate Mitigation Plan (Chapter 3) 

Grid Improvements
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Salt Lake City

V
ancouver, BC

Explore programs and incentives for building 

owners to install off-grid distributed alternative 

energy systems with islanding capabilities 

ST * X

Expand municipal installation of renewables, 

CHP, and district energy connections
ST - MT X

Biomass CHP Encourage Biomass CHP MT - LT X

* Recommended in the Climate Adaptation Plan and 2015 Climate Action Plan. Xcel has also identified a goal of expanding the 

use of recycled energy for large commercial and industrial customers.

Increase usage of CHP

Tim el ine

Ci ties

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation
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Carbon Offsets and Carbon Capture and Sequestration  
The majority of the cities mentioned trees and urban landscapes as an important part of their climate 

adaptation and GHG reduction strategies. Trees and urban landscapes produce an array of benefits such 

as cleaner air, increased comfort through lower temperatures and noise levels, stormwater absorption 

and reduced erosion, and increased property values and urban wildlife habitat. While all but one city 

mentioned the increase of urban habitat as a goal, none of them were able to calculate the GHG 

reduction benefits of the strategy with confidence.  

Austin was the only city to mention the (sometimes controversial) purchase of carbon offsets, which 

were meant to offset the remaining 10% of emissions the community needed to reach carbon-

neutrality. We recommend that Denver continues to increase its urban tree canopy and green spaces.  

TABLE 16. POTENTIAL CARBON OFFSET AND CARBON SEQUESTRATION INITIATIVES 

 

Current and Future Mobile Strategies: Demand  
Denver’s Strategic Transportation Plan emphasizes the need to “move people rather than cars.” In order 

to do this, the City must provide convenient, comfortable, and affordable mobility options that 

encourage residents to choose modes of transportation with a lower GHG footprint—such as mass 

transit, carpooling, bicycling, and walking—more frequently. Modes of transportation matter when it 

comes to GHG emissions, and single-occupancy motorized vehicle travel is the most inefficient mode of 

transportation. The strategies that Denver is pursuing to mitigate emissions from mobility include RTD 

buildout, implementing Denver’s Strategic Transportation Plan, transit-oriented development, electric 

vehicle charging infrastructure, car sharing programs, efficient vehicles, Denver B-Cycle, aviation 

navigation at Denver International Airport, low carbon fuels, community EcoPass programs and an 

update to the Blueprint Denver document.  

Behind buildings and energy, the land-use and transportation sector emits the next greatest amount of 

GHG emissions for Denver. Refer to Figure 3. Denver's 2014 Total GHG Emission Breakdown. 

Transportation as a whole accounts for 26% of all emissions. Between 2005 and 2015, Surface 

Transportation emissions have reduced by 0.08%. The Denver Metro Clean Cities Coalition reported that 

the region experienced an increase in the use of hybrid, plug-in electric, and electric vehicles (EV) by 

nearly 700% from 134 vehicles in 2007 to 929 vehicles in 2014.23 

                                                           
23 For more information see: https://cleancities.energy.gov/coalitions/denver  
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ancouver, BC

Carbon Offsets Purchase of Carbon Offsets ST-LT X

Carbon Sequestration 
Carbon Sequestration by Urban Trees and Green 

Spaces
ST-LT X X X X X X X

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

https://cleancities.energy.gov/coalitions/denver
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Denver has set a 2020 Sustainability Goal to reduce single-occupancy commuting travel in Denver to no 

more than 60% of all trips. This is a reduction of roughly 15% from the 2012 level. A proportional GHG 

reduction goal for transportation would be roughly a 320,000 mt-CO2e reduction in this sector. 

Transportation is an especially large challenge since, Denver’s population has doubled since 1960, 

increased by nearly 25% since 2000, and is expected to exceed 700,000 by the end of 2016. 

Compounding this phenomenal residential growth is that fact that each workday Denver’s population 

balloons by 200,000 commuters – the vast majority driving single-occupant vehicles in gasoline powered 

vehicles. The challenge remains for Denver to accommodate this growth while enacting policies and 

programs that will mitigate the environmental impact from the transportation sector.  

Electric Vehicles 
The Colorado Energy Office’s 2015 Colorado Electric Vehicle Market Implementation Study estimated 

that each individual EV accounts for an average annual reduction in GHG emissions of approximately 

37%, compared to the typical light duty vehicle.24 As Denver’s energy mix becomes increasingly cleaner, 

the emissions reductions will only continue to improve.  

TABLE 17. POTENTIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE INITIATIVES 

 

Clean Car Standards 
The Corporate Average Fuel Economy, or CAFE standard, is a federal regulation that requires vehicle 

manufacturers to improve gas mileage and decrease emissions. As the vehicle fleet turns over, more 

efficient vehicles will replace less efficient ones, and as a result the carbon intensity of the miles traveled 

by vehicles will continue to drop. This represents an enormous opportunity for Denver to capitalize on 

these federal regulations. Denver is preparing for unprecedented growth, and clean car standards can 

help ease the per-capita emissions of all drivers without enacting VMT-reducing programs and policies. 

Other states, including California, Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, 

Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont, have implemented Zero Emission Vehicles legislation to advance 

low-emissions vehicles.  

                                                           
24 2015 Colorado Electric Vehicle Market Implementation Study. https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/energyoffice/atom/14086  
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Mandate or encourage electrification of 

municipal fleet
ST X X X X X X x X

Support the electrification of private vehicles 

through incentives, education, or group 

purchasing programs

ST-LT X X X X X X X

Build out EV charging network ST-LT X* X X X X X X X

Electrification of Transit MT-LT X X X X X X x X

Charging Corridors MT-LT x x x x
* Recommended in the 2015 Climate Action Plan

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Electric vehicles 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/energyoffice/atom/14086
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The chart below, excerpted from Carnegie Mellon University25, shows the drop off in grams of CO2e/mile 

that are expected during the phase-in of the CAFE standards. Because the Clean Car Standards are a 

federal mandate, a city-by-city chart is not included as it is reasonable to expect that all cities will 

receive benefit.  

 

FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF CAFE STANDARDS ON GRAMS OF CO2E/MILE 

Carpool and Vanpool 
According to the Downtown Denver Partnership, only 4.8% of downtown Denver employees use 

carpooling or vanpooling as an option to get to work.26 This figure increased by 22% from 2013 to 2014. 

With such a small percentage of Denver employees using this option, there is a significant amount of 

potential to grow the ridesharing community. Increasing the amount of carpooling can have a significant 

reduction in GHG emissions by eliminating single-occupancy vehicle trips.   

                                                           
25 Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Gasoline Consumption from Corporate Average Fuel Economy Alternative Fuel Vehicle 
Incentives Alan Jenn – Postdoctoral Scholar. 
26 For more information see: http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-
Denver_Web.pdf  

http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-Denver_Web.pdf
http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-Denver_Web.pdf
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TABLE 18. POTENTIAL CARPOOL AND VANPOOL INITIATIVES 

 

Walk and Bike and Telecommute 
Walking, biking and telecommuting are all options to reduce vehicle miles traveled and avoid the 

associated GHG emissions that come with operating an automobile. Many cities are making it a priority 

to operate safe bike and pedestrian facilities to encourage this alternative mode of transportation. The 

Denver Moves effort is focused on bicycle and pedestrian connections. This program is designed to 

integrate the existing off-street and on-street networks to create safe, comfortable corridors that link 

neighborhoods, parks, employment centers, business districts, transit hubs, and other destinations in all 

parts of Denver. A Denver Moves goal is to achieve a 15% bicycling and walking commute mode share by 

2020. According to the Downtown Denver Partnership, 6% of Denver’s to-work trips are by non-

motorized modes, 4.5% of residents walk to work and 6.6% bike to work in Denver, with only 1.4% of 

Denver employees telecommuting.27  

TABLE 19. POTENTIAL WALK, BIKE, AND TELECOMMUTE INITIATIVES 

 

Public Transit 
A high percentage of downtown Denver employees, 43.4%, are utilizing public transit options in order to 

commute from their homes.28 Denver is working to encourage additional ridership through mixed-use 

transit-oriented development, as compact growth can reduce VMT 20-40% per capita with GHG 

                                                           
27 For more information see: http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-
Denver_Web.pdf 
28 For more information see: https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denveright/transit.html  
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Carpool/vanpool programs ST X* X X X X X X X

HOV Priority ST-LT X** X X X X X X

Mileage-based user fees MT-LT

Incentives to reduce car ownership LT

Congestion pricing/variable priced lanes MT-LT

* Recommended in the 2015 Climate Action Plan

** Recommended in City and County of Denver Energy Plan (as well as other Mobile Pricing Policies) 

Reducing vehicle 

miles traveled 

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties
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Improving pedestrian access ST-LT X X X X X X X

Bike trail creation and promotion  ST-LT X X X X X X X

Telecommute policies and options ST X X X X

Bike share ST-LT X X X X X X X

Transportation 

Alternatives

Tim el ine

Ci ties

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation

http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-Denver_Web.pdf
http://www.downtowndenver.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2015-State-of-Downtown-Denver_Web.pdf
https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denveright/transit.html
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emissions reductions averaging 7-10% by 2050.29  Transit options that are currently being supported by 

Denver include the buildout of RTD’s FasTracks system, making sure that transit plans in the metro area 

are working in harmony together, community-wide programs for EcoPass that offer bulk purchasing and 

deep discounts to favor economically disadvantaged commuters, and even developing new and 

emerging technologies that can be used to increase the ease of the full transit system- this includes 

mobile phone apps and real-time data.  

TABLE 20. POTENTIAL PUBLIC TRANSIT INITIATIVES 

 

On-demand Fleet  
As emerging ridesharing services like Uber and Lyft gain more foothold in the marketplace, a number of 

studies are evaluating if they have a net positive impact on air quality or if their existence is worsening 

GHG emissions. These on-demand services contribute to a sharing economy that may reduce the 

number of households that elect to purchase a vehicle, and they can also solve the “last mile” problem 

where commuters struggle to get to and from the nearest transit location. Furthermore, people may 

elect to take transit in one direction if they feel confident in securing a return trip home with a driver. 

However, there is a perception that these drivers are contributing to congestion problems and that 

they’re encouraging people to travel by car for trips that are unnecessary or that could have been made 

through a mode that does not involve a car.  

TABLE 21. POTENTIAL ON-DEMAND FLEET INITIATIVES 

 

Land-Use 
Land-use planning is also a critical component of reducing single-occupancy vehicle travel. By co-locating 

new housing options near or only a transit ride from destinations that contain centers of employment, 

grocery stores, shopping, or entertainment venues will encourage biking, walking and transit which 

enable residents to function on a daily basis with limited assistance from an automobile. Coordinated 

                                                           
29 For more information see Denver’s Climate Action Plan: 
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/Climate/CAP%20-%20FINAL%20WEB.pdf  
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Transit Oriented Development LT X* X X X X X X

Community-wide discounts for passes  ST * X X X X X

Technology development for ease of use LT X X X X X X

Last mile connectivity ST X X X X X

* Recommended in the 2015 Climate Action Plan and City and County of Denver Energy Plan

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Utilization of public 

transit  
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Uber/Lyft/eGoEthos Car Share/taxis, etc. ST-LT X X X X X X X

Increase usage of on-demand fleet ST-LT * X

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

Rideshare  availability 

* Recommended in the 2016 Smart City Grant Application

https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/771/documents/Climate/CAP%20-%20FINAL%20WEB.pdf
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land-use and transportation planning is a necessary piece of the puzzle to achieving both short- and 

long-term emissions reductions targets. Denver Community Planning and Development has prepared 

plans for 21 of the 41 new RTD FasTracks stations to leverage the transit investment by calling for more 

extensive nearby mixed-use development. 

TABLE 22. POTENTIAL LIST OF LAND-USE INITIATIVES 

 

Current and Future Mobile Strategies: Supply 
Biofuels and Compressed Natural Gas 
Denver’s Public Works department utilizes both E85 (fuel blend of 85% ethanol and 15% gasoline) and 

biodiesel in their vehicle fleet. There are also opportunities to capitalize on city-managed wastewater 

treatment plants to turn this into renewable natural gas for the city. Denver also owns and operates a 

compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling station and has more than 60 heavy duty vehicles that use this 

fuel. According to the U.S. Department of Energy’s Alternative Fuels Data Center, there are no biodiesel 

stations in Denver, two CNG stations, four E85 stations, and more than three dozen electric vehicle 

charging stations. The DOE cites B100 use as reducing carbon dioxide emissions by more than 75% 

compared with diesel while using B20 reduces carbon dioxide emissions by 15%. On a life cycle analysis 

basis, GHG emissions are reduced on average by 40% with corn-based ethanol produced from dry mills, 

and up to 108% if cellulosic feedstocks are used, compared with gasoline production and use. According 

to Argonne National Laboratory’s Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in 

Transportation (GREET) model, light-duty vehicles running on conventional and shale natural gas can 

reduce life cycle greenhouse gas emissions by 11% (83% if running on RNG). In addition, because CNG 

fuel systems are completely sealed, the vehicles produce no evaporative emissions.30 

TABLE 23. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE FUELS INITIATIVES 

 

                                                           
30 For more information see:  http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/  
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Land-use planning and development – multi-

modal streets and mixed-use development   
ST X* X X X X X X

Smart Parking MT-LT X X X X

Focus on “areas of change” instead of changing 

character of existing neighborhoods
ST-LT X X X X X X X

* Recommended in the 2015 Climate Action Plan

Land-Use Changes  

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties
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Fleet use of alternative fuels including biofuels, 

natural gas and hydrogen.   
ST-LT X* X X X X X X X

Public fueling stations ST-LT X* X X X X X X X

* Recommended in the 2015 Climate Action Plan

Alternative fuels 

deployment   

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties

https://greet.es.anl.gov/
https://greet.es.anl.gov/
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/
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EV Grid Integration  
In Denver’s Smart City application, the city identified a goal of grid decarbonization (i.e. to remove 

carbon from an energy source) with a target of 50% carbon reduction by 2030. In Denver’s 2016 Smart 

City application, the city indicated that they would produce a plan to fully achieve long-term climate 

goals with a requirement that electricity generation be 100% renewable by 2050. This grid 

decarbonization would directly benefit the emissions impacts of EVs in the area. Components of EV grid 

integration includes managed charging, distributed generation such as rooftop solar, emergency backup 

power, local power quality and bi-directional power flow. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory is 

also investigating wireless power transfer technologies, such as electrified roadways.  

TABLE 24. POTENTIAL EV GRID INTEGRATION 

 

Summary  
As this report highlights there are no shortage of strategies, policies, and programs that Denver can 

attempt to reach its 80 by 50 goals. Some initial recommendations will require moderate effort while 

others will require large financial, staff, and political resources. Each strategy will have varying impact 

and feasibility.  

Throughout the 80 by 50 Climate Action Plan study, it is fully expected that some of the initial 

recommendations will be solidified, while others will be removed. Only after a full stakeholder 

engagement process will a final list of transformative strategies by provided.  
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Grid integration   
Conversations, demonstrations and planning 

around electric vehicles and grid integration
ST-LT X X X X X X X

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci ties
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Appendix A: Summary Table  
The following is a summarized initial list of potential additions and deletions to Denver’s current suite of 

programs, initiatives, and policies. It should be strongly noted that these are not final recommendations. 

Final recommendations will be offered following a robust stakeholder engagement process.  

The strategies are high-level approaches instead of specific actions. Strategies are broken into short 

term (2016-2020), medium term (2020-2030), and long-term (2031-2050). Lastly, as highlighted above, 

none of the strategies below are considered final recommendations. Final recommendations shall only 

be offered following a robust stakeholder engagement that will be completed by June 2017.  

Strategies highlighted in green are recommended for robust GHG reductions. If Denver is not already 

pursuing a highlighted strategy, we suggest that it be brought into consideration. If Denver is already 

pursuing a highlighted strategy, we suggest that it is continued and reinforced.  
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Specific website of GHG Reduction or Climate 

Action Plan Goals
ST X X

Performance Tracking/Yearly Updates ST X X X X X

2020 Goals ST X X X X X X X

2030 Goals MT X X X X X

2040 Goals LT X X

2050 Goals LT X X X X X X X X

Phase in building disclosure ordinance covering 

large commercial and multi-family buildings
ST X X X

Require disclosure of home energy ratings at 

point of sale
ST X

Energize Denver

Encourage or require retrocomissioning OR 

audits and upgrades (less than 3 year payback) 

OR an EUI improvement over baseline  every 5 to 

7 years for buildings over 25,000 square feet.

ST-LT X

Implement energy efficient building strategies ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Expand community-based energy efficiency 

programs (both City-led and DSM)
ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Beyond Code Programs MT-LT X X X X X X X

Adopt the IECC version 2015 or most recent 

strategy and provide training and resources 

necessary to ensure code compliance
ST X X X X X X X X

Lead by Example

Improve City building energy efficiency (includes 

audits, retrocomissioning, and lighting upgrades 

of municipal buildings)
ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Structure permit fees to incentivize energy 

efficiency
ST

Encourage and develop innovative financing 

programs for energy efficiency and onsite 

renewables (i.e. CPACE, revolving loan funds, 

bond facilities)

ST-LT X X X X X X

Overarching  

Them e

Intermediate GHG 

Reduction Strategies

Al l  Encom pass ing  Strateg ies

Stationary Dem and Strateg ies  

Energy Efficiency 

Reporting/ 

Benchmarking

DSM

Code Programs

Financing

Outreach 

Short, Mid, and Long 

Term Goals

Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci t ies

Website 
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Provide technical and potentially financial 

assistance for owners/managers that are looking 

to phase out/convert fossil-fuel heating

ST

Require the phasing out/ conversion of buildings 

fossil-fuel heating systems
LT

Develop community-scale renewable and district 

energy pilot systems and remove existing 

regulatory barriers

ST - MT X

Decrease district energy carbon intensity through 

CHP and distributed generation
ST - MT X X X

Expand the use of district heating & cooling 

systems
MT X X

District Energy and 

Microgrids

Identify and address legal and regulatory barriers 

to district energy and microgrids
ST  X

Explore microgrids ST X X

Pilot microgrids MT X

Increase Renewable Energy Standard ST-MT X X X X X

Partner with utility to lower emission factor ST - MT X

Implement shared renewable power purchasing 

programs
ST X X

Encourage and develop innovative financing 

programs for onsite renewables (i.e. CPACE, 

revolving loan funds, on bill financing, bond 

facilities, Power Purchase Agreements)

ST X X X X X

Establish energy financing districts; offer 

renewable energy system financing to small 

commercial properties

ST X X

Provide incentives for the inclusion of 

clean/renewable energy in new community 

development

ST X X X X

Distributed 

Generation

Identify and address any barriers to local 

renewable energy production 
ST - MT X X X X

Community Solar
Work with utility to increase community solar in 

Denver and surrounding counties
ST X

Windsource (RECs) Increase usage of Windsource ST

Franchise Agreement
Utilize Franchise Agreement to include more 

Renewables
MT X X

Increase renewables in municipal buildings ST X X X X X X X X

Divest from coal generation facilities ST- MT X

Expand high efficiency transmission lines 

citywide to reduce T&D loses
MT

Incentivize use of "smart home": energy 

management systems
ST

Expand smart meter and smart grid 

infrastructure 
MT

Overarching  

Them e
Strategy/Activi ty Explanation Tim el ine

Ci t ies

Stationary Dem and Strateg ies  ( cont)

District Energy and 

Microgrids

Stationary Supply Stra teg ies  

Renewables 

Grid Improvements

Fuel Switching 

Grid Improvements

Purchase/Finance

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown 

City Leadership

Utility 

District Energy

Microgrids 

Conversion of Fossil-

Fuel Heating Systems 

toward waste heat, 

biomass, solar 

thermal, or 

geothermal energy 

systems
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Explore programs and incentives for building 

owners to install off-grid distributed alternative 

energy systems with islanding capabilities 

ST X

Expand municipal installation of renewables, 

CHP, and district energy connections
ST - MT X

Biomass CHP Encourage Biomass CHP MT - LT X

Carbon Offsets Purchase of Carbon Offsets ST-LT X

Carbon Sequestration 
Carbon Sequestration by Urban Trees and Green 

Spaces
ST-LT X X X X X X X

Mandate or encourage electrification of 

municipal fleet
ST X X X X X X x X

Support the electrification of private vehicles 

through incentives, education, or group 

purchasing programs

ST-LT X X X X X X X

Build out EV charging network ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Electrification of Transit MT-LT X X X X X X x X

Charging Corridors MT-LT x x x x

Carpool/vanpool programs ST X X X X X X X X

HOV Priority ST-LT X X X X X X X

Mileage-based user fees MT-LT

Incentives to reduce car ownership LT

Congestion pricing/variable priced lanes MT-LT

Improving pedestrian access ST-LT X X X X X X X

Bike trail creation and promotion  ST-LT X X X X X X X

Telecommute policies and options ST X X X X

Bike share ST-LT X X X X X X X

Transit Oriented Development LT X X X X X X X

Community-wide discounts for passes  ST X X X X X

Technology development for ease of use LT X X X X X X

Last mile connectivity ST X X X X X

Uber/Lyft/eGoEthos Car Share/taxis, etc. ST-LT X X X X X X X

Increase usage of on-demand fleet ST-LT X

Land-use planning and development – multi-

modal streets and mixed-use development   
ST X X X X X X X

Smart Parking MT-LT X X X X

Focus on “areas of change” instead of changing 

character of existing neighborhoods
ST-LT X X X X X X X

Fleet use of alternative fuels including biofuels, 

natural gas and hydrogen.   
ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Public fueling stations ST-LT X X X X X X X X

Grid integration   Grid integration   
Conversations, demonstrations and planning 

around electric vehicles and grid integration
ST-LT X X X X X X X

Electric vehicles 

Reducing vehicle 

miles traveled 

Transportation 

Alternatives

Utilization of public 

transit  

Land-Use Changes  

Mobi le Supply Stra teg ies  

Transportation 

Alternatives

Utilization of public 

transit  

Alternative fuels 

deployment   

Land-Use Changes  

Rideshare  availability 

Alternative fuels 

deployment   

Rideshare  availability 

Reducing vehicle 

miles traveled 

Electric vehicles 

Mobi le Dem and Strateg ies  

Carbon Offsets and 

Carbon Sequestration

Overarching  

Them e
Strategy/Activi ty Explanation

CHP

Tim el ine

Ci t ies

Stationary Supply Stra teg ies  ( cont.)

Increase usage of CHP


